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Abstract
In Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), fault occur due to node failure, malicious attack and link failure. Link failure causes the loss of sensitive
data in a network leads to the emergency situation and influence generated and incoming data resulting in high probability of erroneous
data, false packet transmission, wrong decision making and rigorous communication interruption. It leads to increase of traffic overhead
and faulty node count in the network. In order to avoid this problem Emergency Node(EN) based process is proposed. Simulation clearly
shows that the proposed method increased the packet delivery ratio and decreased the average delay, Energy consumption in WSN.
Keywords: Fault Tolerant, Wireless Sensor Network, Emergency Node, Link Failure.

1. Introduction
In Recent Days, To Attain a common task of WSN sensor devices
work together and report the gathered information to a sink through
remote interface like wireless channel . The devices are registered
and equipped with advanced detecting and transmitting abilities to
increase the performance of the network [9]. Basic working of
Sensor nodes is to collect, summaries and transmitting data to the
destination (Sink) through the interface, where the sink can
received data from the Source and processed . After processing the
data, sink can back up it for further processing. Sink can discard
data once data is not up to level(threshold). Information are then
conveyed to the sink either occasionally or on-request through the
sinks[17]. The regions of utilizations of WSN’s differ from
common, social insurance and natural to military. Cases of uses
incorporate target following in combat zones, living space
observing, common structure checking, forest fire identification
and, industrial facility support. Uncontrolled situations were created
because of deploying vast number of sensors[3]. In sensor nodes,
fault may happen because of, off base condition of equipment or a
program as an outcome of a disappointment of a components.
Adaptation to internal failure has been sketched out among the real
difficulties in WSNs in the new research zone of Collaborative
Signal Information Handling (CSIP) [11]. Fault Occurring results
non-uniform network topology because of energy consumption are
ceaseless and as the time advances .The issues that can happen
because of sensor node failures are misfortune in availability, delay
because of the connection failure and delay ,due to lost connection
of the system because of the hole made by the failed sensors[3,10] .
Different types of faults are represent, for example, hub
deficiencies, organize blames and sink faults[16,8].

Sensor node gets adaptated to non-critical failure and convey a
coveted level of usefulness within the sight of issues is the capacity

of a framework [1]. In real time sensor network application, the
sensor hubs are inclined to disappointment and, being adapted to
non-critical failure. In this manner, to beat sensor failure and to
ensure framework availability, broken hubs ought to be
distinguished and proper measures to get back availability must be
taken to suit for the failed node. Due to increase in node, every
sensor hub is restricted with the power supply , and visit substitution
of the batteries regularly and it is not functional [12,6,13].Fault
identification and fault recovery are the main stages in fault
management. In fault identification stage, a surprising
disappointment ought to be legitimately distinguished by the system
framework. The fault recovery stage is the phase at which the sensor
organize is to rebuilt , such that faults or faulty nodes don't affect
encourage on arrange performance[6,4]. The primary issue of
previous fault identification and healing is a normal energy loss
throughout fault identification and recovery process. Battery can be
depleted soon and affect energy efficiency in WSN due to increase
of traffic overhead and faulty nodes in the network size . So these
defective hubs must be stayed away from the system and
furthermore lost information must be recouped. To solve the
mentioned problems, we present Emergency Node based fault
tolerant technique. In our proposed method, Source node send
sensitive data to sink through EN rather than the faulty relay nodes.

2. Related Works
In [6],the paper proposed a decentralized strategy for fault
identification and recovery in bunched WSN to be specific DFMC
which can enhance the throughput of system by introducing is
energy efficiency.
For fault identification and utilizations the new energy effective
strategy is used to identify fault in network, DFMC is used to
recover from fault, for which it consume less energy. [4] Comes
with another strategy for effective fault management that perform
fault identification and fault recovery in network. For Distributed
management it distinguish, analyze and recover the traffic overhead
according to the increase of WSN size. In particular, In distributed
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manner, grid based design grants the execution of fault
identification and permits the report to be sent crosswise over cells.
To perform management task gateway nodes, cell director are
selected by every cell. With least energy utilization by Cell manager
and gateway node can detect a fault node in network . They agree a
identical task network, where every nodes must having same assets.
Nodes are of equivalent assets also, can without much of a stretch
move down each other if there should arise an occurrence of
recuperation. Be that as it may, a data loss amid transmission and
results a right node to be proclaimed as fault. [23] came with
CRINet algorithm, a safe furthermore, fault tolerant information
accumulation plot with a mass key organizing system. In order to
attain high availability, data sensed by sensors are exchanged to the
sink using multi path technique. EBS system is associated in
CRINet for assemble enter management keeping in mind the end
goal to diminish re-key endeavors. The CRINet conspire is
prevalent as far as information secrecy and accessibility.
Nonetheless, the fault tolerant ability isn't powerful. [14] introduced
a nonexclusive and proficient adaptation to internal failure
computation for WSNs. Rather than existing approaches, the
calculation introduced in this paper is completely decentralized and
would thus be able to be utilized to help completely autonomic fault
resilience in sensor arrange situations. The proposed plot offers
profoundly dependable fault recognition, with negligible system
overhead. Be that as it may, there is no difference in failure node
increment when time utilization does not have enormous distinction
[22] Introduced a various structure to appropriately convey fault
administration assignments amid sensor hubs by presenting more
'self-overseeing' capacities. Moreover, they too consider a substitute
answer for self-reconfigure blame management capacity of sensor
hubs adjusting to different framework necessities. Resulting the
capability of fault recognition is therefore called tapering.
likelihood based fault recognition calculation to choose sensor
nodes as test stations by taking into consideration of the likelihood
dispersion of sensor nodes and the fault appropriation data. It
showed that the proposal can delay the lifetime of sensor organize
by just giving up not many fault distinguished rate. The Pareto rule
that few bunches contain the enormous majority of the
shortcomings has moreover been illustrated, and to test station this
standard has been connected with it. On the other hand the battery
life time isn't proficient. [16] introduced a fault tolerant clustering
mechanism, in which sub-cluster group and small cluster group
were divided from the entire system is to empowering an extensive
decrease of correspondence and processing overhead. To provide
rough sensor information of the fault node a matrix based proposal
was used as fault tolerant method. The estimated code expectation
contemplates different geographical parts of the issue. Be that as it
may, there happen sensor disappointments. In [23], It shows LeDiR
method relying upon the neighborhood perspective of a sensor node
about the system to involved a minimal number of node moves to
recover the network and ensure that to avoid from multiple path
moves. [24] Came with fault tolerant system for the grouped
conventions. At first every one of the nodes were bunched utilizing
the EEDC convention. At that point, the Cluster Heads achieved
FTS alongside information collection. Three stages were in FTS:
fault identification, fault determination and fault recuperation. Fault
identification in the FTS intention was communication trade.
Repetition was viably used and, where a way to deal with choose
the extra CHs in which they chose save CHs were sufficient near
the CHs.

3. Fundamental of Fault Tolerance
A. Failure in Wireless Sensor Networks
To grasp adaptation to non-critical failure systems, it is vital to bring
up the distinguish between failures, Errors, and faults in network.
[7][18] have been used various meaning for the above terms . A
fault may said as any sort of imperfection that prompts a mistake. A
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fault compares to a mistaken framework state. It leads to failure in
network. A failure is symbol of an error, occurs when the System
strays from its determination and can't convey its expected
usefulness. The error is the condition of the administration in the
wake of endeavoring to peruse the sensor information and Node
does not transmit data to the sink with in specific time interval the
failure happens. Two major events must be performed to strengthen
the failure circumstances:
1) Fault discovery: To give countermeasures, A framework must
perform the initial step to distinguish that a particular operation will
be/is faulty.
2) Fault Recovery: Once the fault is detected by framework , the
following stage is used to recover or prevent from it. The main
method to accomplish this task is to imitate(copy) the segments of
the framework that are key for its right task.

B. Source of Faults in WSN Applications
Finally, The application process in the back-end which introduces
the WSN information to the clients that endures a fault because of
certain equipment failure or software defect and the whole
framework is viewed as defective.
1) Node Faults: Nodes have a few equipment and programming
parts that can deliver malfunctions. For instance, the walled in area
can endure effects and uncover the equipment of the sensor hub to
the outrageous states of the earth.
2).System Faults: In WSN routing is most important building block
. It is fundamental for gathering information, conveying
programming and update configuration in node, and for
organization nodes in network. Moreover, Required protocol must
be application-specific, for tracking an object and "following"
mobile items. Fault on the directing layer can prompt dropped or
misinformed messages, or inadmissible postponements.
3).Sink Faults: On a larger amount of the system a device (sink) that
gathers every one of the information produced by the system and
return to the back-end framework. At the point when this device
comes up short, unless fault tolerant estimations are available, a
massive failure of the system happens given that the information
from the sensor hubs can't be gotten to. The zones where has no
power supply the sink can be sent there, battery and solar panel
system both are used in this kind of applications [15][19][20] to
give the measure of vitality important.

C. Fault Tolerance
Fault recovery procedures empower frameworks to keep working as
indicated by their details regardless of whether shortcomings of a
specific kind are available. There are numerous potential sources for
faults in WSNs. Adaptation to internal failure strategies have been
proposed in different settings that expansion the unwavering quality
of the usefulness of sensor hubs in their particular area. The most
well-known of many strategies is the replication of segments. It is
increased the expense of network deployment cost due to high
dependability and accessibility. As an option, WSN can be reduced
to a worthy level of configuration of project.

4. Assumptions and Network Model
In [6], fault identification and recuperation isn't performed, likewise
there happens normal energy misfortune among fault discovery and
connection failure.
In [5], According to increase in WSN, the quantity of defective
nodes and the activity overhead is expanded . In [2] , an information
can be gone among transmission and result an exact node to be
pronounced as broken. In [23] the group head account all key
resources of each gathering, along these lines if assemble head in
source gathering has been bargained, assailant can listen in the
detecting information. Likewise there is no fault recovery or
identification. In [14], traffic overhead of traffic results higher
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energy utilization, which leads to depletion of battery life time. In
[22], in any case, the viability of fault identification is decreased.
In [21], fault discovery rate is diminished of the likelihood based
fault location systems thought about with other basic sensor
systems. In [16], the fault discovery and recuperation isn't
performed.
In our proposed method, we assume the model definition and some
important configuration that will used in the follow-up.
1). N sensor nodes are uniformly distributed over a rectangular field
of area R. The nodes are in Static position and denoted by (xn,yn)
where n=1,2,…N.
2). Each node has a limited communication range Rs.
3).Set of K source nodes are in the same region R. At time T, source
node k transmit data to sink via intermediate node i1,i2,i3…in.
4).At time Tn intermediate node in get fail to relay the data received
from k to sink.
All assumptions are relatively common and practical for sensor
networks.

node ID in malfunction table. EN validate link failure by sending
and receiving beacon to the relay node.

5. Proposed Method
Fig. 2: Emergence Node based Fault Tolerant Method

In this paper, Emergency Node(EN) based Fault tolerance
mechanism is designed for Wireless Sensor Network. WSN consist
of sensor nodes with unique Sensor ID, which are inexpensive and
highly constrained in processing capacity and energy utilization,
relatively Emergency Node(EN) have more onboard energy supply
and richer computation capacity and, it is used to transferred data
to sink in emergency situation. Fig.1 depict the working principle
of WSN at normal situation ,Source node sensed threshold data
from environment, by using relay node data reached sink node. EN
always idle and act as backup node to provide fault tolerance in
WSN. Fig.2 shows error and recovery model of our proposed
system. Here, Sensed data of source node will not reach sink
through relay node due to failure of link in the routing path. In case
of non emergency situation source node identify alternate path and
transmit sensed data to sink , it cause delay in a network to provide
fault tolerant. This paper consider with emergency situation like
sensed data from environment which is very sensitive and consist
of threshold value readings. In routing path, link between source
and relay node is failed, source node attempt to resend data through
the immediate alternate routing path is also failed at time “T n”.

Algorithm: Fault Tolerance by Emergency Node(EN) : Data
Packets relayed from source and relayed by EN at Emergency
situation
1. Require : Threshold Data(TD) from Source node , Route path
Failure Confirmation(RFC) received by EN, Source request (Sr)
consist of RFC and TD, En must have Threshold value (Tv)
2. Ensure : Ensure the data is sensitive or not
3.Source node transmit message to EN
4.Emergency Node Accept transmission to sink once following
Conditions are satisfied ;
5.If (Sr(ID)==1 && En(Tv)==Sr(TD)) continue;
6.
If (Sr(RFC)==1) continue;
7.
Then
8.
ENSendData of Sr(TD) to the Sink;
9.
Else
10.
Discard Sr;
11.
Retransmit to Sr(ID);
12.
Endif;
13.Else
14.DiscardSr;
15.AddSr(ID) in malfunction list;
16.Endif;
17.End;

6. Estimation of Metrics
A. Residual Energy: The residual energy (REj) of each node (Nj)
after performing a data communication is expected using the
subsequent formula:
REj=Ej-(Etr+Ere)

Fig. 1: Error Free WSN Scenario with Emergency Node

In this scenario, Source node send a request packet which consist of
node ID, threshold Data and failure link information to the
Emergency node. While deploying, EN Updated with threshold
value of the sensing region. EN Received source node request and
validate it by checking node ID , failure message and threshold
value of the sensed data, after validate the data from source request
packet and satisfied with all condition, EN transmit Source node
data to Sink directly without delay, Once link failure validation
failed, Emergency node rejects request from source node and add

(1)

Where nodes initial energy is Ej and Etr and Ere are Energy
utilization of nodes.
B. Average Distance: The average distance between the sensor
nodes is characterized as transmission variety and hop count in
network . It is represented by the following formula
Dm=TRr x HpC

(2)

Where TRr represent transmission range of node ;hop count
represent HpC; TRr is calculated using Friss Equation [10].
TRr=

𝜂
4𝜋

𝑋√

𝑃𝑡𝑥 𝑋 𝛼 𝑋 𝛽 𝑋 (1−|𝜀2|
𝑃𝑟𝑥

(3)
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Where η represent wavelength of operation; Ptx denote transmitted
power node; Prx represent receiver sensitivity; α denote gain of the
transmitter; β state receiver gain; ε represent receiving antenna’s
reflected power coefficient.
C. Burst loss limit (BLm): It represent the mean burst length function
and probability of packet loss. It is explained by following formula
BLm=∑XB+PB

(4)

∑XB represent burst length ,∑XB=1/ε, PB=√1 − ε/ε
ε represent the probability of two repeated packet loss in network
transmission.
D. Fault detection timer TF: It is expressed using the subsequent
formula:
TblTF=+Tfw+ α

(5)

Tbl represent tolerated burst loss; Tfw represent forwarding interval
of sensor node; α is hop count[25] .
E. Average Link quality: The arrangement of potency and/or the
value of a packet received. It is directly related to RSSI.
LQT α RSSI

(6)

Logarithmic Ratio of Prx - received power and Pref -reference power
denote RSSI. Constant value 1 mW is assigned to Pref.
RSSI =10.log

𝑃𝑟𝑥

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓

(dBm)

(7)

When increase of Prx, results increase in the value of RSSI value
and link quality improvement [6][25].

Fig. 3: Emergency Node Count Vs Delay

Fig. 3 shows the Experimental results of delay occurred for EN
based operation by varying the EN. Delay is decreased in the
network due to increase in EN count, more number of EN are
concerned in routing and forwarding.
Fig. 4 represent the results of PDR obtained for Emergency Node
based operation, by changing the Emergency nodes count. The PDR
increases, when the count of Emergency node increased. Fig. 5
represent average energy consumption results for EN based
operation by changing the EN count. Energy consumption
decreased throughout the simulation , when Emergency node count
is increased, due to number of EN and nodes are concerned in
routing and forwarding.

7. Simulation Results
A. Simulation parameters: Simulation is performed by NS-3 for
the proposed Emergency Node based fault tolerant method . 20,30
and 50 are the node count and EN count is changed as 1,2,3,4 and
5. 100 m × 100 m square sensing region is used for 60 s simulation
time. Constant bit rate is used as traffic in network. Table 1
represent settings and parameters of simulation .
Table 1: Simulation Parameters

Parameters
Number of Sensor nodes
Number of Emergency Node
Sensing Area
Simulation time
Traffic model
Data Rate
Propagation model
Antenna used
Initial energy of each node
Transmission power of node
Receiving power of node

Values
20,30 and 50
1,2,3,4 and 5
100 × 100
60 s
CBR
250 kb
two-ray ground
Omni Directional antenna
10.1 J
0.660
0.395

B. Performance Metrics: Following parameters were evaluated to
analysis the performance of the proposed method 1). Packet
Delivery Ratio: The ratio of successfully received packets and
number of packets transmitted from source[25] .
2). End-to-End delay: It is average time difference for data packets
to transmitted from sources and received in the destinations.
3). Energy Consumption: Total Energy consumed by the network
for transmission and reception
C. Results and Analysis: In simulation experiments, primary and
Alternate Routing path Relay nodes fault were taken part into
account. In this sensing scenarios, 20,30 and 50 are the number of
nodes going to used for experiment.

Fig. 4: Emergency Node Count Vs PDR

Fig. 5: Emergency Node Count Vs Energy Consumption
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7. Conclusion
In this paper, an Emergency Node based fault-tolerant method has
been proposed. This method provides effective solution where
source node faced link failure due to fault in the nearest relay node’s
using Emergency Node. Our simulation result proves that, the
proposed method minimizes the energy utilization with increased
packet delivery ratio, reduced delay and increased the life time of
network.
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